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This paper describes the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition, the second of two parallel
challenges of the latest M competition, aiming to advance the theory and practice
of forecasting. The particular objective of the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition was to
accurately forecast the uncertainty distributions of the realized values of 42,840 time
series that represent the hierarchical unit sales of the largest retail company in the world
by revenue, Walmart. To do so, the competition required the prediction of nine different
quantiles (0.005, 0.025, 0.165, 0.250, 0.500, 0.750, 0.835, 0.975, and 0.995), that can
sufficiently describe the complete distributions of future sales. The paper provides details
on the implementation and execution of the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition, presents
its results and the top-performing methods, and summarizes its major findings and
conclusions. Finally, it discusses the implications of its findings and suggests directions
for future research.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of International Institute of
Forecasters. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Why is the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition important?
n recent years, the interest in and use of probabilis-
ic forecasts of different types has increased consider-
bly (Gaba et al., 2017; Winkler et al., 2019). Advances
n computing have played a significant role in this, as
ave the resulting developments in analytics and data
cience and the general public’s exposure to more and
ore probabilistic forecasts in the media. Companies have

nvested in hiring young computer scientists and statis-
icians who are conversant in the latest techniques. The
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number of papers on probabilistic forecasting in the fore-
casting, statistical, and computer science literature has
increased dramatically (Gneiting, 2008).

There is a general realization that the world is chang-
ing quickly and that understanding uncertainties and the
resulting risks is becoming more critical. Point estimates
are useful, but probabilistic forecasts are also needed for
decision-makers concerned about the uncertainty and the
risks of their decisions. Fisher and Raman (1996) and Gaba
et al. (2019), for example, discuss the inevitable need to
convert point estimates of sales into probabilistic fore-
casts for making stocking decisions. However, this goes
beyond just sales or demand forecasting. Probabilistic
forecasts are essential for decision-makers in any situa-
tion where robust decisions must be made against future
uncertain outcomes such as, for example, in budgeting
, The M5 uncertainty competition: Results, findings and conclusions.
021.10.009.
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decisions or hedging and trading strategies. This is further
illustrated by the current environment, with profound
uncertainties involving the COVID-19 pandemic, climate
change, the economic situation, and global conflicts. The
M5 ‘‘Uncertainty" competition is important because it
provides a laboratory of sorts to discover new methodolo-
gies with the potential to improve probabilistic forecasts
and learn how to deal with future uncertainties.

Over the past 40 years, the M competitions have influ-
nced the theory and practice of forecasting by providing
nsight into what can lead to better forecasts. In the M4
ompetition, forecasts to deal with uncertainty were in-
luded in a limited way. We learned, among other things,
hat mixtures of forecasts from different types of methods
ere beneficial and that machine learning (ML) methods
nd hybrid approaches were promising in helping us to
etter face the future (Makridakis et al., 2020c).
The M5 ‘‘Uncertainty" competition moved forward into

new, major direction compared to the M4. For the first
ime, participants forecast a real problem many decision-
akers face and made a larger number of forecasts deal-

ng with uncertainty. The number of teams providing the
equired uncertainty forecasts increased from 49 in the
4 competition to almost 900 in the M5. The results of

he M5 competition reinforced the key takeaways from
he M4 and provided some important new findings that
re discussed in this paper.

. Implementation and execution

The M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition was organized fol-
owing the general principles described by Makridakis
t al. (2021). As such, the competition began on March
rd, 2020, when the initial train data set became available
o download on the Kaggle platform,1 and ended on June
30th, 2020, when the final leaderboard was announced.
Also, the competition was chronologically divided into
two phases used for evaluating the teams, namely the
‘‘validation’’ and ‘‘test’’ phases. The former phase was
used to support the participating teams in assessing their
forecasting methods by receiving feedback, while the lat-
ter was for the final evaluation of their performance.
Similarly, the data set used involved the unit sales of
3,049 products sold in the USA. This was organized in the
form of grouped time series aggregated based on their
type (three categories divided into seven departments)
or selling location (ten stores located in three states),
thus consisting of 42,840 series and 12 cross-sectional
aggregation levels.

The implementation and execution of the M5 ‘‘Un-
certainty’’ competition differed from the ‘‘Accuracy’’ one
(Makridakis et al., 2020a) only in the following four as-
pects: (i) submission template, (ii) performance measure,
(iii) prizes, and (iv) benchmarks. These aspects are de-
scribed in the following subsections.

1 https://www.kaggle.com/c/m5-forecasting-uncertainty.
 2

2

2.1. Submission

All forecasts were submitted through the Kaggle plat-
form using the template provided by the organizers. The
template for the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition referred
to all 42,840 series of the data set, also covering the
nine different quantiles that had to be predicted for each
series, thus requiring a total of 385,560 forecasts. Note
that, based on the submission format, the forecasts sub-
mitted by the participating teams could be independent
and, therefore, not hierarchically related (Hyndman et al.,
2011). This is because there is still not a unique, well-
accepted way to define coherency in probabilistic fore-
casting settings (Panagiotelis et al., 2020), which is in
contrast to point forecasts where coherence is clearly
defined (forecasts at the lower aggregation levels have to
sum up to the ones at the higher levels). In this regard,
the submission format of the ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition
differed from that of the ‘‘Accuracy’’ one, with the latter
consisting of the forecasts at the lowest aggregation level
of the data set (level 12, product-store) that could then be
appropriately aggregated (summed up) to derive coherent
forecasts for the rest of the levels.

Note that, similar to the ‘‘Accuracy’’ competition, teams
were allowed to submit a maximum of five entries per
day. However, for their final evaluation, each team had to
select a single set of quantile forecasts (one submission).
In real life, forecasters face the same problem of choosing
a single set of forecasts that they believe will represent
the future as precisely as possible. If no particular submis-
sion was selected, the system automatically selected the
one with the highest performance during the ‘‘validation’’
phase.

2.2. Performance measure

The M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition considered nine
different quantiles, q(u), of nominal values (probability
evels) u ∈ {0.005, 0.025, 0.165, 0.250, 0.500, 0.750,
.835, 0.975, 0.995}, for predicting the uncertainty dis-
ributions of the realized values of the series of the data
et, namely the median and the 50%, 67%, 95%, and 99%
entral prediction intervals (PIs). The smaller quantiles (of
1=0.005 and u2=0.025) correspond to the left side of the
istributions, the higher ones (of u8=0.975 and u9=0.995)
o the right side of the distributions, while the rest (of
3=0.165, u4=0.250, u5=0.500, u6=0.750, and u7=0.835) to
he middle of the distributions. Therefore, the median
nd the 50% and 67% central PIs provide a good sense
f the middle of the distributions, while the 95% and
9% central PIs provide information about their tails,
hich are important in terms of the risk of extremely
igh or extremely low outcomes. Consequently, the nine
uantiles considered provide sufficient information about
he uncertainty and allow the effective description of the
omplete distributions.
Note that, typically, in retail sales forecasting appli-

ations, forecasters focus on high quantiles (usually of
alues between 0.925 and 0.995) as they are more help-
ul in determining safety stocks (Barrow & Kourentzes,
016). However, since M5 does not focus on a particular

https://www.kaggle.com/c/m5-forecasting-uncertainty
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decision-making problem or define the exact parameters
of such a problem (which could also vary for different
aggregation levels and series), it becomes evident that all
quantiles could be potentially useful for decision making.
Moreover, since the objective of the M5 is to predict
the uncertainty distributions of realized values of the
series as precisely as possible, both sides and ends of the
distributions are considered equally relevant.

For the probabilistic forecasts to be precise and in-
ormative (Gneiting & Raftery, 2007), they must display
relative frequency (RF, also known as calibration or

overage) of value close to the nominal probability level
nd a reasonable, relatively small deviation from the re-
lized values. In other words, we expect the probabilistic
orecasts to capture uncertainty without significantly de-
iating from the realized values of the series (Makridakis
t al., 2020c). RF is computed as follows

F(u) =
1
h

n+h∑
t=n+1

1 {yt ≤ qt (u)} , (1)

where yt is the actual future value of the examined time
series at point t , qt (u) the generated forecast for quantile
u, n the length of the training sample (number of histori-
cal observations), h the forecasting horizon (28 days), and
1 the indicator function (being 1 if y is within the postu-
lated interval and 0 otherwise). For example, the forecasts
that refer to quantile u6, which has a nominal probability
level of 0.75, should be larger than the realized values in
75% of the cases, thus having an RF of 0.75. Moreover, the
forecasts should also have the smallest possible deviation
from the realized values. These properties are critical in
retail sales forecasting applications where the width of
the respective PIs (distance between the upper, U, and
lower, L, bounds/endpoints) serves as a proxy for holding
costs (Svetunkov & Petropoulos, 2018) and the RF as a
proxy of the target service level (Trapero et al., 2019).
Accordingly, for a measure to properly evaluate the per-
formance of probabilistic forecasts, it has to calculate a
penalty that becomes (i) more significant when the future
values are outside the specified bound and (ii) larger as
the distance between the realized values and the forecasts
increases (Makridakis et al., 2020c).

The M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition evaluated the sub-
mitted forecasts using a measure that incorporates the
criteria mentioned above, namely the Scaled Pinball Loss
(SPL) function. This is a variation of the pinball loss (Gneit-
ing, 2011), modified for scaling the derived errors and al-
lowing comparisons for multiple series of different scales
(Hyndman & Koehler, 2006). The measure is calculated for
each series i and quantile u as follows:

SPLi(u)

=
1
h

∑n+h
t=n+1(yt − qt (u))u1 {qt (u) ≤ yt } + (qt − yt )(1 − u)1 {qt (u) > yt }

1
n−1

∑n
t=2 |yt − yt−1|

.

(2)

Note that the denominator of SPL (in-sample, one-
step-ahead mean absolute error of the Naive method) is
computed only for the periods during which the exam-
ined product(s) are actively sold, i.e., the periods following
the first non-zero demand observed for the series under
3

evaluation. This is done because many of the products
included in the data set started being sold later than the
first available date (Makridakis et al., 2021).

After estimating SPL for all 42,840 time series of the
competition separately for each quantile (average per-
formance reported for each series across the complete
forecasting horizon per quantile), the overall performance
of the forecasting method is computed by averaging the
SPL scores across all series of the data set and quan-
tiles using appropriate weights. The measure, to be called
Weighted SPL (WSPL), is defined as follows:

WSPL =

42,840∑
i=1

wi ×
1
9

9∑
j=1

SPLi(uj), (3)

where wi and SPLi(uj) is the weight and the SPL score of
the ith series of the competition for quantile j, respec-
tively. Lower WSPL scores indicate more precise fore-
casts. WSPL, a weighted variant of proper scoring rules,
is the measure officially used by the competition orga-
nizers to rank the participating methods and the primary
performance measure of the present study.

Similar to the M5 ‘‘Accuracy’’ competition, the weights
are computed based on the last 28 observations of the
final training sample of the data set. Specifically, this is
based on the cumulative actual dollar sales that each se-
ries displayed in that particular period (sum of units sold
multiplied by their respective price). This means some
slow-moving series may be assigned zero weights, i.e., not
contributing to the WSPL score’s estimation. Although this
was true in 883 cases, i.e., about 2% of the 42,840 series
of the competition, the realized dollar sales of these series
in the testing period were minor, accounting for less than
1.3% of the total revenue. Note also that, as reported in Ta-
ble 3 of Makridakis et al. (2021), the dollar sales computed
at state, store, product category, and product department
level do not change significantly between the ‘‘validation’’
and ‘‘test’’ phase of the competition, meaning that the
weights of the WSPL measure remain relatively constant
for short periods of time and are therefore indicative of
the value that each series represents.

Note that the estimation of WSPL differs from the
approaches adopted in the previous M competitions. All
errors were computed per series and forecasting horizon
in the first three competitions and then equally averaged
together. In the M4 competition, the errors were first
averaged per series, exactly as done in M5, but then
averaged again using equal weights. We believe that the
weighting scheme adopted in the M5 competition is more
appropriate for successfully identifying forecasting meth-
ods that add significant value to retail companies inter-
ested in accurately forecasting the series that provide
relatively higher revenues. Moreover, since all aggrega-
tion levels and quantiles are equally weighted (considered
equally important for determining the winning meth-
ods), decision-making is effectively supported at all cross-
sectional levels by requiring equally precise forecasts for
all parts of the uncertainty distributions.

An indicative example for computing WSPL can be

found in the Competitors’ Guide, available on the M5
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website.2 The code for estimating WSPL, and the ex-
act weight of each series, can be found in the GitHub
repository of the competition.3

2.3. Prizes

For a team to be eligible for a prize, probabilistic
forecasts had to be provided for all 42,840 series of the
competition and all nine quantiles considered. Moreover,
teams had to give a code for reproducing the forecasts
initially submitted to the competition and some docu-
mentation describing the forecasting method used.

Just like in M4, objectivity and reproducibility was a
prerequisite for collecting any prize (Makridakis et al.,
2018a) and therefore, the winning teams, with the ex-
ception of companies providing forecasting services and
those claiming proprietary software, had to upload their
code onto the Kaggle platform no later than 14 days
after the end of the competition (i.e., the 14th of July
2020). This material was later uploaded onto the M5
public GitHub repository for individuals and companies
interested in using the winning methods while crediting
the team that had developed them. Companies provid-
ing forecasting services and those claiming proprietary
software had to provide the organizers with a detailed
description of how their forecasts were made and a source
or execution file for reproducing them.

After receiving the code and documentation from all
winning teams, the organizers evaluated the reproducibil-
ity of their results. Since ML algorithms typically involve
random initializations, the organizers considered as fully
reproducible any method that displayed a reproducibility
rate, i.e. absolute percentage difference of WSPL between
the original and reproduced forecasts, lower than 2%.4 Al-
though all winning methods were found to be fully repro-
ducible, if this were not true, the prizes would have been
given to the next best-performing and fully reproducible
submission.

The prizes of the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition are
listed in Table 1. Note that there were no restrictions
preventing a team from collecting both a regular and
a student prize.5 Moreover, there were no restrictions
preventing a team from collecting a prize in both the
M5 ‘‘Accuracy’’ and the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competitions.
The awards were given during the virtual, online M5
conference on October 29th, 2020.

An amount of $40,000 was generously provided by
Kaggle, who also waived the fees for hosting the M5
competition. In addition, MOFC and Google generously
provided $20,000 each, while Walmart, apart from the M5
data set, also generously provided an amount of $10,000.

2 https://mofc.unic.ac.cy/m5-competition/.
3 https://github.com/Mcompetitions/M5-methods.
4 Provided that the winning teams had set the seeds used for

generating random numbers in their code, it would have been possible
in principle to reproduce their results with a reproducibility rate of 0%.
Unfortunately, this was not the case.
5 A student team is one for which at least half of the team members

are currently full-time students. Teams that were eligible for the
student prize have a name followed by ‘‘_STU’’.
4

Finally, the global transportation technology company
Uber generously provided $5,000, while IIF generously
provided another $5,000. The total amount of $100,000
was equally distributed between the ‘‘Accuracy’’ and ‘‘Un-
certainty’’ challenges of the M5 competition.

2.4. Benchmarks

As with the M5 ‘‘Accuracy’’ competition, the organizers
considered a set of simple forecasting methods to serve as
benchmarks to compare the performance of the forecast-
ing approaches submitted by the participating teams and
evaluate potential improvements. In total, there were six
benchmarks, including two naive approaches (Naive and
seasonal Naive, sNaive), three conventional time series
methods, namely exponential smoothing (ETS), simple ex-
ponential smoothing (SES), and Autoregressive Integrated
Moving Average (ARIMA), and a non-parametric, empir-
ical quantile estimation (Kernel). These benchmarks are
described in Appendix C of the supplementary material;
their forecasting performance is also evaluated in terms
of WSPL and RF.

We will not claim that the selected benchmarks were
the most appropriate to use, and we would definitely
expect different opinions or perhaps even strong objec-
tions to their selection. For instance, with the exception
of the Kernel method and the few ETS and ARIMA mod-
els that empirically simulate quantiles, the benchmarks
considered assume that forecast errors are normally dis-
tributed, an assumption that is rarely met in practice
when forecasting intermittent demand data (Syntetos &
Boylan, 2005). In such cases, the time series data are more
likely to follow a Poisson or a negative binomial distri-
bution. This means that relevant theoretical estimations
or even empirical simulations would be more appropriate
to use, allowing for more meaningful and representative
comparisons (Kolassa, 2016).

Nevertheless, we still believe that the examined bench-
marks can add value to the analysis of the competition
results and facilitate discussion. The reasons are threefold:

• As reported in Makridakis et al. (2021), intermittent
demand series are only present at the most granular
cross-sectional levels of the M5 data set, i.e., levels
12, 11, and, to a limited extent, level 10. At the
rest of the levels, where trend and seasonal patterns
become dominant, the series are smooth and display
patterns that can be adequately forecast by conven-
tional time series methods. Given that WSPL assigns
equal weights to the individual levels, the scores
reported for the benchmarks can still allow for valid
comparisons, at least when they refer to the overall
performance of the methods or their performance at
high aggregation levels.

• At levels 12 and 11, one would expect methods
that build on empirical estimations or simulations to
outperform conventional time series methods that
assume normality. However, Table C.1 suggests that
the Kernel method produces less accurate forecasts
than ETS and ARIMA in terms of WSPL. Therefore, in

practice, it could be the case that conventional time

https://mofc.unic.ac.cy/m5-competition/
https://github.com/Mcompetitions/M5-methods
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Table 1
The six prizes of the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition.
Prize name Description Amount

1st prize Best performing method according to WSPL $25,000
2nd prize Second-best performing method according to WSPL $10,000
3rd prize Third-best performing method according to WSPL $5,000
4th prize Fourth-best performing method according to WSPL $3,000
5th prize Fifth-best performing method according to WSPL $2,000
Student prize Best performing method among student teams according to WSPL $5,000
Total $50,000
series methods do not differ significantly in terms of
forecasting performance compared to more theoret-
ically appropriate benchmarks. This finding is in line
with the results reported in Spiliotis et al. (2021). In
their study, Spiliotis et al. (2021) produced quantile
forecasts for the product-store series of the M5 data
set (level 12) using both conventional time series
methods and empirical computations and simula-
tions. They conclude that the latter, although more
promising overall, did not consistently outperform
the former.

• Many studies suggest that retail firms continue to
use conventional time series methods, such as SES,
for forecasting demand (Rostami-Tabar et al., 2013).
Although this practice is not recommended, it sug-
gests that evaluating the potential improvements
of the winning submissions over such benchmarks
could add value to the practice of forecasting, moti-
vating retail firms and suppliers to reconsider their
alternatives, if needed.

Drawing from the above, although we believe that the
elected benchmarks can provide evidence regarding the
otential improvements of the winning submissions of
he competition over standard methods frequently used
n the industry, pointing towards interesting avenues of
uture research, we clarify that these findings should be
reated with care. Undoubtedly, further analysis of the
ompetition results would be required to reach concrete
onclusions on this topic.

. Participating teams and submissions

The M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition involved 1,137 par-
icipants on 892 teams from 94 countries. Of these teams,
16 entered the competition during the ‘‘validation’’ phase
nd 376 during the ‘‘test’’ phase. Moreover, 225 teams
ade submissions during both the ‘‘validation’’ and ‘‘test’’
hase of the competition, while 291 only during the
‘validation’’ phase. The participating teams made 9,936
ubmissions, most of which (about 56%) were submitted
uring the ‘‘validation’’ phase. Note that most of the
eams made a single submission, while the majority of
he rest made between 3 and 14 submissions. It is worth
entioning that for 74 participants, including two in the

op 10, this was their first time participating in a Kaggle
ompetition.
Similar to the M5 ‘‘Accuracy’’ competition, and due

o privacy regulations, no information was made avail-

ble about the academic background of the participating

5

teams, their experience and skills, and the type of meth-
ods utilized (e.g., statistical, ML, combination or hybrid),
with the exception of the winning teams and a few more
that were willing to share this information with the or-
ganizers. However, given that the members of the Kaggle
community are typically more experienced in employing
ML methods, we assume that most of the teams had
(at least) an adequate background in statistics and com-
puter science, and were also familiar with ML forecasting
methods.

From the participating teams, 769 (86.2%) managed
to outperform the Naive benchmark, 553 (62%) outper-
formed the sNaive benchmark, and 202 (22.6%) beat the
top-performing benchmark (ARIMA). Thus, we find that,
proportionally, a larger number of teams outperformed
the benchmarks in the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition
than in the ‘‘Accuracy’’ one. This indicated that some of
the methods frequently used in the industry for producing
probabilistic forecasts might considerably underestimate
uncertainty. However, as discussed earlier, this finding
may be due to the selected benchmarks’ limitations. Also,
similar to the ‘‘Accuracy’’ competition, we find that many
teams failed to select the ‘‘best’’ submission made while
the competition was active, probably due to misleading
validation scores. If all teams had successfully identified
their ‘‘best’’ set of forecasts, 87.1%, 71.4%, and 35.1% of the
participants would have outperformed the Naive, sNaive,
and ARIMA benchmarks respectively, versus 63.7%, 48.8%,
and 12.2% in the ‘‘Accuracy’’ challenge.

Fig. 1 summarizes this information, presenting the
daily number of submissions made and the cumulative
number of participating teams, the number of participants
per country, the distribution of the forecasting perfor-
mance score (WSPL) of the teams that did better than the
Naive benchmark, and the forecasting performance of the
teams that did better than the top-performing statistical
benchmark, along with their respective ranks.

By observing Fig. 1 we notice the following.

• The majority of the teams made most of their sub-
missions during the ‘‘validation’’ phase, when the
public leaderboard was available and live feedback
could be received. During the ‘‘test’’ phase, most
teams probably used their private cross-validation
(CV) strategies to fine-tune their methods, mainly
submitted on the last day of the competition.

• The majority of the participants originated from
Japan (16%), the USA (16%), India (11%), Russia (9.5%),
and China (7%). Thus, similar to the ‘‘Accuracy’’ com-
petition, we conclude that there is a large, active
community interested in forecasting in both
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Fig. 1. Summary of the participating teams and submissions made. Top left: The daily number of submissions made (black line, measured based
on the left vertical axis) and the cumulative number of participating teams (blue line, measured based on the right vertical axis). The red dotted
line indicates the end of the ‘‘validation’’ phase; Top right: Number of participants per country (top 20 in terms of participation), as estimated
based on their IP address; Bottom left: The distribution of the forecasting performance (WSPL) achieved by the teams that did better than the
Naive benchmark. The green dotted line indicates the forecasting performance of the ARIMA benchmark, while the purple dotted line the forecasting
performance of sNaive; Bottom right: The forecasting performance (WSPL) and ranks of the teams that did better than the top-performing benchmark
(ARIMA). Percentage improvements over ARIMA are also reported. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
s

developed and developing countries. However, by
comparing the absolute number of participating team
between the two forecasting challenges, we find
that fewer practitioners were motivated to estimate
the uncertainty than producing the point forecasts,
probably due to the higher complexity of the former
challenge.

• A significant number of teams managed to outper-
form the top-performing benchmark of the compe-
tition, with the majority of them being more precise
than the ARIMA method by about 9%.

• From the 202 teams that managed to outperform all
benchmarks of the competition, 10 displayed an im-
provement greater than 20%, 33 greater than 15%, 67
greater than 10%, and 136 greater than 5%. These im-
provements suggest that these methods can poten-
tially result in better forecasting performance than
relatively simple forecasting approaches frequently
used in the industry. Moreover, the five winners
of the competition, plus the top-performing student
that ranked 7th, were among the ten teams to ac-
complish a performance improvement greater than
20%, thus achieving a difficult yet clear victory over
the rest.

As with the Makridakis et al., 2020a study, the various
tables presented in the remainder of this paper focus on
the top 50 performing teams of the competition and the
6

benchmarks considered by the organizers, where appro-
priate. This is done because it is practically impossible
to analyze and report the results of all the teams that
participated in the competition, considering that very few
teams were willing to share detailed information about
the methods utilized. This limited what could be learned
from analyzing their submissions.

4. Results, winning submissions, and key findings

4.1. Results

4.1.1. Quantile forecasts
Table 2 presents the forecasting performance (WSPL)

achieved by the top 50 teams of the ‘‘Uncertainty’’ com-
petition, both overall and across the 12 aggregation lev-
els (for more details about the structure of the M5 data
set, please refer to Makridakis et al., 2021). The last col-
umn of the table displays the overall (42,840 series) per-
centage improvement of the teams over the
top-performing statistical benchmark (ARIMA), which per-
formance is displayed at the bottom of the table.

Table 2 indicates that all top 50 submissions improve
the overall forecasting performance of the top-ranked
benchmark by more than 12.5%. At the same time, the
improvements are greater than 20% for the top 10 per-
forming methods and an impressive 24.6% for the win-

ning team. This improvement is slightly greater than the
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Table 2
The performance of the top 50 teams of the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition in terms of WSPL. The results are presented both per aggregation level
and overall. Overall percentage improvements are also reported in comparison to the top-performing benchmark (ARIMA). Column-wise minimum
values are displayed in bold.
Rank Team Aggregation level Average

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Improvement
Total State Store Category Department State State Store Store Product Product Product over ARIMA

Category Department Category Department State Store (%)

1 Everyday Low SPLices 0.074 0.096 0.113 0.091 0.112 0.116 0.136 0.135 0.159 0.284 0.270 0.265 0.154 24.6%
2 GoodsForecast - Nick Mamonov 0.067 0.097 0.118 0.085 0.112 0.117 0.141 0.139 0.164 0.302 0.284 0.280 0.159 22.3%
3 Ouranos 0.082 0.100 0.113 0.093 0.112 0.117 0.135 0.131 0.155 0.303 0.287 0.280 0.159 22.3%
4 Marisaka Mozz 0.074 0.096 0.127 0.097 0.103 0.115 0.132 0.144 0.166 0.300 0.283 0.279 0.160 22.0%
5 IHiroaki 0.078 0.101 0.125 0.089 0.114 0.118 0.141 0.139 0.164 0.300 0.282 0.286 0.161 21.1%
6 WalSmart 0.081 0.097 0.119 0.102 0.121 0.120 0.142 0.141 0.175 0.304 0.274 0.264 0.162 21.0%
7 Ka Ho_STU 0.080 0.099 0.122 0.098 0.115 0.118 0.139 0.140 0.162 0.299 0.282 0.285 0.162 21.0%
8 Kazu 0.088 0.100 0.131 0.099 0.119 0.117 0.143 0.148 0.177 0.284 0.270 0.270 0.162 20.8%
9 Praveen Adepu 0.066 0.096 0.125 0.083 0.129 0.121 0.152 0.145 0.171 0.310 0.286 0.277 0.163 20.2%
10 golubyatniks 0.080 0.105 0.125 0.094 0.116 0.123 0.145 0.142 0.166 0.302 0.284 0.280 0.163 20.1%
11 Andrij 0.085 0.108 0.129 0.089 0.107 0.124 0.140 0.143 0.164 0.315 0.290 0.280 0.164 19.6%
12 Tobias Tesch_STU 0.070 0.106 0.130 0.083 0.114 0.124 0.143 0.145 0.167 0.311 0.293 0.289 0.165 19.5%
13 Wal Dash Mart 0.109 0.118 0.129 0.114 0.127 0.130 0.144 0.144 0.163 0.292 0.271 0.265 0.167 18.3%
14 A Certain Uncertainty 0.069 0.097 0.129 0.096 0.121 0.125 0.149 0.154 0.177 0.317 0.295 0.287 0.168 18.0%
15 Astral 0.088 0.104 0.127 0.096 0.119 0.124 0.146 0.145 0.166 0.316 0.295 0.292 0.168 17.8%
16 toshi_k 0.108 0.118 0.130 0.111 0.126 0.128 0.144 0.143 0.163 0.298 0.281 0.282 0.169 17.3%
17 Random_prediction 0.073 0.105 0.131 0.097 0.129 0.135 0.155 0.155 0.176 0.303 0.287 0.287 0.169 17.3%
18 EXTASY 0.105 0.109 0.142 0.106 0.124 0.122 0.144 0.151 0.172 0.307 0.283 0.276 0.170 16.9%
19 AkiraIshikawa 0.099 0.110 0.122 0.102 0.113 0.129 0.148 0.147 0.157 0.294 0.307 0.315 0.170 16.8%
20 Peter CXL 0.105 0.109 0.127 0.094 0.111 0.121 0.143 0.144 0.170 0.334 0.302 0.286 0.171 16.7%
21 Takuma Omiya 0.057 0.092 0.137 0.071 0.109 0.106 0.140 0.150 0.178 0.359 0.327 0.324 0.171 16.5%
22 KBU 0.057 0.092 0.137 0.071 0.109 0.106 0.140 0.150 0.178 0.359 0.327 0.324 0.171 16.5%
23 lkdy 0.057 0.092 0.137 0.071 0.109 0.106 0.140 0.150 0.178 0.359 0.327 0.324 0.171 16.5%
24 Jacques Peeters 0.119 0.114 0.139 0.127 0.120 0.140 0.153 0.153 0.168 0.290 0.270 0.267 0.172 16.2%
25 Rob Mulla 0.074 0.108 0.135 0.091 0.117 0.127 0.146 0.149 0.173 0.329 0.306 0.307 0.172 16.1%
26 Costas Voglis 0.081 0.098 0.110 0.088 0.109 0.114 0.131 0.142 0.159 0.326 0.359 0.350 0.172 15.8%
27 RandomObserver 0.081 0.110 0.134 0.101 0.129 0.140 0.158 0.159 0.178 0.305 0.288 0.286 0.172 15.7%
28 Appian 0.081 0.112 0.139 0.097 0.130 0.140 0.162 0.159 0.179 0.306 0.286 0.282 0.173 15.6%
29 rapidsai 0.104 0.112 0.133 0.105 0.125 0.125 0.144 0.149 0.166 0.309 0.298 0.305 0.173 15.4%
30 lz1997 0.104 0.099 0.133 0.098 0.126 0.135 0.146 0.153 0.169 0.327 0.302 0.288 0.173 15.3%
31 Bo Peng 0.094 0.121 0.138 0.105 0.126 0.140 0.153 0.154 0.172 0.306 0.288 0.286 0.174 15.2%
32 shirokane_friends_from_acc 0.064 0.089 0.114 0.082 0.105 0.111 0.134 0.136 0.159 0.363 0.358 0.369 0.174 15.2%
33 MPWARE 0.124 0.115 0.131 0.121 0.119 0.132 0.141 0.146 0.161 0.297 0.289 0.310 0.174 15.0%
34 Alberto Benayas 0.088 0.134 0.145 0.100 0.105 0.135 0.147 0.158 0.174 0.325 0.297 0.281 0.174 15.0%
35 lpyczn 0.099 0.113 0.149 0.112 0.136 0.132 0.153 0.165 0.179 0.295 0.280 0.278 0.174 14.8%
36 PreciseMen 0.097 0.118 0.141 0.103 0.129 0.134 0.155 0.156 0.176 0.313 0.290 0.281 0.174 14.8%
37 Volo 0.118 0.122 0.134 0.122 0.130 0.135 0.147 0.149 0.167 0.306 0.283 0.286 0.175 14.5%
38 Football_Winer 0.096 0.117 0.140 0.097 0.135 0.141 0.161 0.161 0.180 0.314 0.291 0.282 0.176 13.9%
39 sibmike_STU 0.076 0.094 0.112 0.085 0.105 0.111 0.133 0.133 0.156 0.373 0.365 0.378 0.177 13.6%
40 Chris X 0.100 0.115 0.148 0.104 0.135 0.133 0.156 0.161 0.181 0.319 0.292 0.281 0.177 13.5%
41 KrisztianSz_STU 0.107 0.122 0.135 0.121 0.138 0.136 0.158 0.153 0.171 0.309 0.290 0.289 0.177 13.3%
42 Onl 0.095 0.123 0.145 0.104 0.131 0.150 0.165 0.164 0.183 0.308 0.286 0.276 0.178 13.3%
43 shuheioka 0.068 0.092 0.112 0.082 0.106 0.111 0.134 0.133 0.157 0.381 0.372 0.382 0.178 13.2%
44 Dennis Igshv 0.085 0.126 0.146 0.108 0.123 0.132 0.146 0.157 0.173 0.343 0.306 0.287 0.178 13.2%
45 slaweks 0.143 0.141 0.141 0.136 0.135 0.141 0.152 0.152 0.169 0.282 0.272 0.269 0.178 13.1%
46 valeska 0.114 0.129 0.155 0.105 0.117 0.136 0.149 0.155 0.169 0.326 0.298 0.285 0.178 12.9%
47 M0T0 0.080 0.104 0.122 0.109 0.128 0.126 0.149 0.147 0.167 0.325 0.331 0.353 0.178 12.8%
48 ArshjotKhehra 0.092 0.113 0.136 0.119 0.149 0.143 0.172 0.161 0.188 0.308 0.283 0.277 0.179 12.8%
49 Konrad Banachewicz 0.095 0.114 0.140 0.106 0.146 0.133 0.162 0.159 0.189 0.315 0.294 0.292 0.179 12.7%
50 Lindada 0.100 0.118 0.150 0.121 0.145 0.138 0.171 0.168 0.189 0.297 0.279 0.272 0.179 12.5%

203 ARIMA - Benchmark 0.158 0.148 0.163 0.147 0.167 0.170 0.202 0.178 0.201 0.322 0.298 0.302 0.205 –
one achieved in the M4 competition, where the winning
method (Smyl, 2020) performed 22.4% better than the
top-performing benchmark (ETS; Hyndman et al., 2002)
for the case of the 95% central PI. These results confirm
the findings of the M4 competition, suggesting that ML
and hybrid methods can potentially improve the preci-
sion of probabilistic forecasts (Makridakis et al., 2020c).
They also indicate that retail and logistic companies could
utilize such innovative forecasting approaches in practice,
thus meeting target service levels without necessarily
increasing holding costs.

Another interesting finding, which is in accordance
ith that of the M5 ‘‘Accuracy’’ competition, is that the
inning team (Everyday Low SPLices), although the best-
erforming across all aggregation levels, did not display
he most precise forecasts for any of the 12 aggregation
evels considered. This is also true for the runner-up
GoodsForecast - Nick Mamonov), while the third winning
eam (Ouranos) only managed to provide the best fore-
asts for levels 8 (store-category) and 9 (store-
epartment). Interestingly, the most precise forecasts for
ach aggregation level are primarily identified across the
eams that ranked between the 21st and 32nd position,
7

with the M4 winner, Slawek Smyl, ranked 45th in this
challenge, providing the ‘‘best’’ forecasts at level 10 (prod-
uct). Thus, our results suggest that there may be ‘‘horses
for courses’’ (Petropoulos et al., 2014) in demand forecast-
ing, both for the case of point and probabilistic forecasts,
and that depending on the aggregation level examined
and the particularities of the predicted series, (Spiliotis
et al., 2020a; Theodorou et al., 2021), different forecasting
methods may be more appropriate for supporting deci-
sions and optimizing performance. Although this finding
points towards an interesting avenue for future research,
further analysis would be required to ascertain whether
the effect mentioned above can be attributed to chance
and to what extent (e.g., by testing the significance of
the differences of the submissions for each quantile and
aggregation level separately using statistical tests).

This finding is better visualized in Fig. 2, which presents
the distribution of WSPL for the top 50 performing teams
per aggregation level, along with the performance of
the ARIMA benchmark and the winning team. As seen,
although the winning method is consistently among the
top-performing ones across all aggregation levels, it does
not provide the ‘‘best’’ results in any of them, doing
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Fig. 2. Forecasting performance (WSPL) of the top 50 performing teams of the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition. The results are reported per aggregation
level and box-plots are used to display the distribution of the average errors recorded for the examined methods (minimum value, 1st quantile,
median, 3rd quantile, maximum value, and outliers, noted with black dots). The red dots indicate the performance of the top-performing benchmark
of the competition (ARIMA), while the green dots the performance of the winning team (Everyday Low SPLices). (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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however impressively well at the lowest levels. Also, it
becomes evident that the performance of the methods de-
teriorates at lower aggregation levels where randomness
increases and the time series patterns are more difficult to
capture due to intermittency and erraticness (Makridakis
et al., 2021). Moreover, although all teams outperform the
top-performing benchmark at levels 1 to 9, the improve-
ments reported for the other levels are less significant,
with many teams performing even worse than the bench-
mark at levels 10, 11, and 12. For instance, the average
improvement of the methods over the ARIMA benchmark
is about 44% at level 1, 26% at levels 2–7, 16% at levels 8
and 9, and drops to 2% at levels 10, 11, and 12. Therefore,
we find that the gains of the top-performing methods
mainly refer to the top and middle parts of the hierar-
chy, and are somewhat limited in terms of WSPL at the
product, product-state, and product-store levels.

To investigate the performance of the top 50 per-
forming methods for different parts of the distributions,
we aggregate the WSPL results by quantile and compare
them with those of the top-performing benchmark. The
results are summarized in Fig. 3, visualizing the distri-
bution of WSPL for the complete data set but separately
for each quantile. We observe that, similar to Fig. 2, the
winning submission does not always provide the most
precise forecasts for all quantiles. However, this time the
winner provides the ‘‘best’’ results for the left side of
the distributions. Moreover, we observe that although
the top-performing benchmark is outperformed by all
8

teams at quantiles 0.165, 0.250, 0.500, and 0.750, the
improvements reported for the other levels are less signif-
icant, with many teams performing even worse than the
benchmark. This is particularly true for quantiles 0.005
and 0.995, where 46% and 32% of the methods fail to
provide more precise forecasts than the ARIMA method.
Accordingly, the percentage of teams outperformed by the
benchmark at quantiles 0.025 and 0.975 is 22% and 26%,
respectively. Therefore, the average improvements of the
50 methods over the ARIMA benchmark are negative at
u1 (−8%), become positive at u2 (11%), increase at u3 −u5
(21%), then drop at u6 − u8 (10%), and become nega-
ive again at u9 (−6%). Thus, we conclude that although
he submitted methods provided better forecasts for the
iddle of the distributions, they offered limited or even
egative improvements for their tails. Detailed results on
he WSPL scores achieved by the top 50 methods for each
uantile are provided in Appendix A of the supplementary
aterial.
Fig. 4 presents the results of a similar analysis that

nvestigates the performance of the top 50 methods per
uantile but focuses on the RF of the respective forecasts,
.e., their calibration, instead of the WSPL scores. In this
egard, teams that perform well will display RF values
lose to the nominal probability level and vice versa.
ote that the same weighting scheme used for estimat-
ng WSPL is employed to compute the overall calibration
f each method. By observing Fig. 4, we find that, on
verage, the calibration of the top-performing methods
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Fig. 3. Forecasting performance (WSPL) of the top 50 performing teams of the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition. The results are reported per quantile
and box-plots are used to display the distribution of the average errors recorded for the examined methods (minimum value, 1st quantile, median,
3rd quantile, maximum value, and outliers, noted with black dots). The red dots indicate the performance of the top-performing benchmark of the
competition (ARIMA), while the green dots the performance of the winning team (Everyday Low SPLices). (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
is impressive, with the majority of the teams achieving
RF values close to the nominal probability level. This is
particularly true for the tails and mid-right of the distribu-
tions. For instance, Football_Winner, ranked 38th, provides
an impressive calibration of 0.004 and 0.024 for the left
tail of the distributions, while the M4 winner, slaweks,
an impressive calibration of 0.496 and 0.996 for quantiles
u5 and u9, respectively. However, there are notable varia-
tions among the teams, mainly at quantiles 0.165, 0.250,
and 0.500. Thus, we conclude that most of the teams
managed to calibrate their forecasts effectively. However,
this proved to be a challenging task for the middle of the
distributions, probably because, in contrast to the tails,
quantiles u3 to u7 are not naturally bounded. Detailed
results on the calibration achieved by the top 50 meth-
ods are provided in Appendix B of the supplementary
material.

To further investigate the differences reported be-
tween the top 50 submissions, as well as the
top-performing benchmark, we employ the multiple com-
parisons with the best (MCB) test (Koning et al., 2005).
Specifically, the test computes the average ranks of the
forecasting methods according to SPL across the complete
data set of the competition. It concludes whether or not
these are statistically different. Fig. 5 presents the results
of the analysis. If the intervals of the two methods do
9

not overlap, this indicates a statistically different perfor-
mance. Thus, methods that do not overlap with the gray
interval of the figure are considered significantly worse
than the best, and vice versa. Although we believe that
the results of the MCB test are indicative and useful for
investigating the relative performance of the submitted
methods, we should clarify that the test presupposes that
the forecasts being compared are independent. Since the
forecasts used in our case for conducting the MCB test
refer to grouped time series and because multiple quantile
forecasts are evaluated for each series, strictly speaking,
this assumption does not hold, and the conclusions drawn
may not be entirely valid.

As seen, team Wal Dash Mart, ranked 13th in terms
of WSPL, displays the lowest average rank according to
MCB and provides significantly better forecasts than the
rest of the examined methods. This indicates that it man-
aged to produce the most precise forecasts in the vast
majority of the series. As such, similar to the ‘‘Accuracy’’
competition, we find that none of the five winning teams
managed to perform significantly better than the rest of
the participating teams, with the winner and the runner-
up ranking 8th and 26th, respectively, according to MCB.
Thus, it is confirmed that the winning teams developed
methods that mostly predicted more accurately the rela-
tively more expensive and fast-moving products, which
account for larger weights in the WSPL measure, thus
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Fig. 4. Forecasting performance (calibration) of the top 50 performing teams of the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition. The results are reported per
uantile, and box-plots are used to display the distribution of the average relative frequency values recorded for the examined methods (minimum
alue, 1st quartile, median, 3rd quartile, maximum value, and outliers, noted with black dots). The red dots indicate the performance of the top-
erforming benchmark of the competition (ARIMA), the green dots the performance of the winning team (Everyday Low SPLices), while the purple
ots the nominal probability level of the quantile. The same weighting scheme used for estimating WSPL is employed for computing the overall
elative frequency of each method. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
his article.)
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roviding sub-optimal results for the rest of the series.
his highlights the fact that the objective of the competi-
ion (producing accurate forecasts across all aggregation
evels and especially for high-valued series) was criti-
al for determining the winning submissions and that,
epending on the evaluation measure employed, differ-
nt methods could be identified as the ‘‘best’’. On the
ther hand, given that the winning methods were flexible
nd highly parameterized with the objective to minimize
SPL, it could be the case that different optimizations of

he same methods could result in ‘‘optimal’’ forecasts ac-
ording to different criteria. Note also that the benchmark
rovides significantly better forecasts than 12 of the top
0 methods, mostly the ones that are ranked below the
0th position.
Finally, we investigate the impact of the forecasting

orizon’s length on the performance achieved by the top
0 methods of the competition. To do so, we first compute
he WSPL score of these methods for each forecasting
orizon and series separately and then aggregate the re-
ults per aggregation level and horizon. A summary of the
esults is presented in Fig. 6. We observe that, as with
he ‘‘Accuracy’’ challenge, although in most of the aggre-
ation levels, the performance of the methods remains
onstant and is even slightly reduced in some cases. This
s not true for the lowest aggregation levels (10, 11, and
2) where the accuracy significantly deteriorates as the
orecasting horizon increases. This can be attributed to
10
the intermittency and erraticness of the series, which is
limited at the top levels of the data set but significant at
the lowest ones (Makridakis et al., 2021). It is also notable
that, in many aggregation levels (especially at the lowest
ones), the errors display some sort of periodicity (larger
errors are observed during the weekends). This indicates
that part of the seasonality present in the data was not
appropriately captured by the forecasting methods of the
competition, even the top-ranked ones.

4.1.2. Prediction intervals
In this section, we analyze the performance of the cen-

tral PIs of the top 50 submissions of the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’
competition. Interval forecasts are closely related to quan-
tile forecasts. A central (1−α)×100% PI, where α ∈ (0, 1),
consists of two endpoints, namely the lower and upper
bounds [L(α),U(α)]. The former endpoint corresponds to
he α/2 quantile and the latter to the (1 − α/2) quantile.
or instance, the endpoints of a 95% (α = 0.05) PI are the
.025 and 0.975 quantiles. Building on the measures used
n Section 2.2 for evaluating quantile forecasts, we briefly
ntroduce performance measures for the case of the in-
erval forecasts and then proceed with our analysis. For
further discussion on these measures, please see Gaba
t al. (2017).

• S-score: The S-score is a strictly proper scoring rule

that measures the overall performance of an interval
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Fig. 5. Average ranks and 95% confidence intervals of the top 50 performing teams of the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition, plus the top-performing
benchmark (ARIMA) over all series: multiple comparisons with the best (SPL used for ranking the methods) as proposed by Koning et al. (2005).
The overall rank of the teams in terms of WSPL is displayed to the left of their names.
forecast (Gaba et al., 2017; Jose &Winkler, 2009). For
a (1 − α) × 100% PI, the S-score is defined as:

S-score(α) =
1
h

n+h∑
t=n+1

α

2
(Ut (α) − Lt (α))

+ (Lt (α) − yt )1 {yt < Lt (α)}

+ (yt − Ut (α))1 {yt > Ut (α)} . (4)

The S-score is greater or equal to zero, zero indi-
cating perfect foresight and higher values indicat-
ing poorer interval performance. Note that strictly
proper scoring rules for quantiles differ from the
commonly used strictly proper scoring rules for
probabilities (Winkler, 1996), which are not appro-
priate to evaluate quantile forecasts (Jose & Winkler,
2009). Note also that S-score(α) is equal to the sum
of the pinball loss functions of quantiles α/2 and
(1 − α/2), which is essentially the unscaled version
(numerator) of the SPL score.
The first term of the S-score represents a penalty
for interval width, while the second and third terms
are a penalty for the times that the realized values
fall outside the specified interval. A wider interval is
penalized more on the width. Still, due to missing
11
the realized values, the penalty is simultaneously
reduced as the realized values are less likely to fall
outside the specified bounds. Therefore, the choice
of an interval can be viewed as a trade-off between
these two penalties. Proper interval forecasts are
sharp in the sense of having narrow intervals and
well-calibrated by having an RF close to (1 − α).

• Degree of Miscalibration: The degree of miscalibra-
tion is defined as the difference between the RF re-
ported for the examined forecasting method and the
nominal probability level, i.e., (1−α). Any deviation
of RF from (1 − α) represents miscalibration. More
specifically, we say that intervals are overconfident
or underconfident if the degree of miscalibration
is negative or positive, respectively. Miscalibration
typically results from inappropriate interval widths
or the location of intervals.

• Interval Width: Interval width, U − L, indicates
the degree of uncertainty about the forecast series.
Wider intervals reflect higher uncertainty and vice
versa.

Note that, except for the degree of miscalibration, the
measures introduced above are sensitive to scales. Thus,

to enable fair comparisons across different series and
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Fig. 6. Forecasting horizon length’s impact on the precision of uncertainty estimation. Top left: Forecasting performance (WSPL) of the top 50
performing methods of the competition per forecasting horizon for the top level of the data set. The blue line represents LOESS (locally estimated
scatterplot smoothing). Top right: Similar to the top-left figure, but this time the results are reported for the middle aggregation level of the data
set (state-category). Bottom left: Similar to the top-left figure, but this time the results are reported for the lowest aggregation level of the data set
(product-store); Bottom right: The average performance of all top 50 performing methods across all 12 aggregation levels and forecasting horizons.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
aggregation levels, we consider the scaled version of the
measures, exactly as done for the case of the SPL score.
Moreover, since we are interested in investigating and
understanding the pure, overall performance of the PIs,
we treat all series equally. This is equivalent to assign-
ing the same weight wi of Eq. (3) to all 42,840 series.
Therefore, we compute the average of the introduced
measures across all 50 submissions over different series
and aggregation levels.

In the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition, participants sub-
mitted nine quantile forecasts that allow the construction
of four PIs, namely the 50%, 67%, 95%, and 99% cen-
tral PIs. Fig. 7 demonstrates how the examined interval
performance measures change with respect to different
aggregation levels for the four different probability levels.

By observing Fig. 7 we find that the overall perfor-
mance of the interval forecasts (scaled S-score) tends to
get worse for each of the four probability levels as the
granularity increases, i.e., from level 1 to 12. This deteri-
oration can be attributed to the degree of miscalibration
being worse for more granular levels while at the same
time the intervals become more misplaced. These findings
make intuitive sense, as granular quantities tend to ex-
hibit more randomness (and thus are harder to forecast),
whereas such irregularities are likely to be smoothed
out at more aggregated levels. These results confirm and
extend our earlier findings on quantiles: regardless of
using weighted scores for quantiles (WSPL) or simple
averaged scores for intervals (scaled S-score), probabilistic
12
forecasts tend to perform worse at more granular levels.
Such decline in performance is also reflected in the degree
of miscalibration.

Observe that regardless of the probability and aggre-
gation levels, all interval forecasts exhibit some degree of
overconfidence, with the RF of the methods being lower
than the nominal one. However, the degree of overcon-
fidence is mostly mild across different aggregation and
probability levels, with the worst case (95% PIs at level
12) showing a degree of miscalibration of −15%. This is
in line with the findings shown in Fig. 4, where quan-
tiles were, on average, well-calibrated. Furthermore, for
a given probability level, if we average the degree of
miscalibration across different aggregation levels for each
of the four probability levels, there is no noticeable differ-
ence across different probability levels, as shown in Fig. 8.
Overall, the grand average is about −4.6%, implying that
90% prediction intervals capture realized values around
85.4% of the time. This finding is remarkable and in stark
contrast with well-documented findings that subjective
forecasts by human experts tend to be severely over-
confident. For example, Gaba et al. (2017) report that in
making 90% interval forecasts for a wide range of financial
products, analysts’ interval forecasts have an RF of just
37% on average. Grushka-Cockayne et al. (2017) mention
overfitting and overconfidence in models too instead of
just subjective forecasts by human experts. These results
support the earlier suggestion that ML algorithms can
provide more accurate and objective interval forecasts.
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Fig. 7. Average forecasting performance of the top 50 performing teams of the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition. The results are reported per prediction
interval, while the performance is measured in terms of degree of miscalibration (top left), interval width (top right), and S-score (bottom).
Fig. 8. Average degree of miscalibration of the top 50 performing teams of the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition for a given probability level.
4.2. Winning submissions

Unfortunately, similar to the ‘‘Accuracy’’ challenge, a
very limited number of teams that participated in the
M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition were willing to share with
the organizers and the Kaggle community the descrip-
tion of their methods and the code used for their im-
plementation. Therefore, the organizers tried to reach at
least the top 50 performing teams of the competition
13
through e-mails to collect this material. From these teams,
only 15 provided the requested information, either by
replying directly to the organizers’ e-mails or by posting
their solutions onto the public discussions and notebooks
available on Kaggle. Nevertheless, given that these meth-
ods achieved significantly better performance than the
benchmarks considered and hundreds of other participat-
ing teams, we still believe that they can provide many
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valuable lessons to advance the theory and practice of
forecasting.

The forecasting methods of the five winning teams,
lus the top-performing student submission, are summa-
ized below. Note that as with the M5 ‘‘Accuracy’’ chal-
enge, most of the winning methods utilized LightGBM,
n ML algorithm for performing non-linear regression
sing gradient-boosted trees and the ‘‘standard’’ method
f choice in Kaggle’s recent forecasting competitions (for
ore information about LightGBM, please refer to Bojer
Meldgaard, 2021; Ke et al., 2017; Makridakis et al.,

020a).6 The rest of the teams based their solutions mostly
n Long Short-Term Memory Neural Networks (LSTM
Ns; Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997). In contrast to
eed-forward NNs, these contain feedback connections to
ake into account previous states along with the current
nput before producing the final output, while also avoid-
ng problems related to long-term dependencies (Makri-
akis et al., 2018b).

• First place (Everyday Low SPLices; A. David Lan-
der & Russ Wolfinger): The winning team trained
gradient-boosted models for each quantile and ag-
gregation level, involving a total of 126 models. The
features of the models were crafted and selected
in a forward stepwise fashion based on CV, using
one fold for each calendar year. Features included
the days of the week and month, the number of
days forward being forecast, Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP) activities and holidays,
rolling means, medians, and quantiles of the past
sales, and statistics about the skewness and kur-
tosis of the series, along with the percentage of
zero observations. Neither price nor any informa-
tion about product identity was employed. All model
hyper-parameters were independently selected us-
ing a randomized search across a wide range of
LightGBM settings. Series were normalized by di-
viding their values by the average first differences
of the series to facilitate training. Novel sampling
and augmentation techniques were used to ensure
model generalization. Specifically, series were over-
sampled, and both their features and targets were
jointly shifted using Gaussian noise to produce mod-
els that generalized across both time and categories.
The final forecasts incorporated blends of multiple
folds, test-time augmentation, and reconciliation of
the forecast levels.

• Second place (GoodsForecast - Nick Mamonov;
Nikolay Mamonov): The runner-up utilized a hybrid
approach of gradient boosting models, simple fore-
casting time series models, and statistical methods
that predicted the probability distributions of the
realized values of the series and applied corrections
through external adjustments. Specifically, recursive
LightGBM models were first used to produce point
forecasts at the lowest aggregation level. Given that
the point forecasts were biased, they were then
adjusted using a factor that was determined so that

6 https://lightgbm.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html.
14
the aggregated base forecasts had the same value
as the point forecasts produced for the top level
directly, specified using various singular spectrum
analysis models. Then, probability distributions were
forecast using a histogram technique which puts
more weight on the observations of the same sea-
sonal period with the one being forecast, especially
the most recent ones. Finally, the estimated distribu-
tions were calibrated so that their median fitted the
point forecasts produced by the LightGBM models.
Additional adjustments were considered based on
CV results.

• Third place (Ouranos; Ioannis Nassios): This
method produced probabilistic forecasts by generat-
ing point forecasts and tuning them for each quantile
using appropriate coefficients determined based on
the last 28 days of the train set. The point forecasts
were generated using the contribution of Ouranos in
the final submission by the Nodalpoints team, which
ranked 21st in the ‘‘Accuracy’’ challenge. This con-
tribution consists of one LightGBM model, trained
per store, and an average of three Keras NNs, trained
across all series, combined using a weighted geo-
metric mean approach. The point forecast models
were trained on three different date-based train-
validation splits. What proved to be of great im-
portance for improving the overall precision of this
method was the utilization of the weighted average
for the product-store level of the tuned quantiles
with pure statistics over the last year.

• Fourth place (Marisaka Mozz; Mori Masakazu):
This method was based on two NNs that directly
forecast the sales at each aggregation level of the
data set. The NNs had the same architecture and
consisted of an embedding layer that encoded cat-
egorical features, two LSTM layers that process time
series data, and seven fully-connected layers, one for
each day of the week, that modeled seasonality and
generated the final forecasts. The first NN, trained
using the negative log-likelihood loss function of
Student’s t-distribution, was specialized for predict-
ing levels 1–9, while the other, using the weighted
negative log-likelihood loss function of the negative
binomial distribution, for forecasting levels 10–12.
The series were scaled and processed before train-
ing using power transformation to facilitate training.
Oversampling techniques were also considered for
mitigating parameter uncertainty and overfitting. CV
was performed by exploiting the last four or eight
weeks of data.

• Fifth place (IHiroaki; Hiroaki Ikeshita): This
method involved the construction of 280 LightGBM
models, generating separate point forecasts for each
store and day. The models were trained using a loss
function that approximated the WRMSSE measure
of the ‘‘Accuracy’’ challenge and a set of features
that included past sales, averages of past sales, cat-
egorical variables, and calendar information. After
producing the point forecasts, the residual errors
were computed for three CV folds of 28 days each.

https://lightgbm.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
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These errors were then used to empirically esti-
mate uncertainty and generate the final probabilistic
forecasts.

• Seventh place - Best student submission (Ka
Ho_STU ; Ka Ho Tsang): This method involved the
simple, equally-weighted combination of two
sequence-to-sequence LSTM models; the first was
trained to produce point forecasts at a product-store
level, while the other at a department-store level.
The probabilistic forecasts were then generated by
collecting the residual errors of the two models for
the past 112 days and constructing the respective
i.i.d. normal distributions. The input of the models
included a window of 28 days of time series data and
a rolling average of past sales, categorical variables,
and information about the day of the week, SNAP
activities, and holidays. The first model was trained
using the Adam algorithm and a custom loss func-
tion that approximated WSPL, while the second used
a simple mean squared error one with no weighting.
No pre-processing occurred for the product-store
model, while the series were first scaled and then
detrended for the department-store one.

Regarding the rest of the top 50 performing meth-
ds for which a method description was available, we
hould mention that almost all of them adopted similar
pproaches to the winning submission, involving Light-
BM and XGBoost models (trained either across all series
r for particular subsets/pools of them and forecasting
orizons), NNs (exploiting either standard LSTM architec-
ures or deeper, more advanced ones), and combinations
f both. The only exception was probably the WalSmart

team, ranked 6th, who employed a multi-stage, local-level
state-space model, trained using the negative binomial
distribution, to generate probabilistic forecasts via Monte
Carlo simulations. Finally, we should note that, based on
the public discussions made on Kaggle’s forum, many
teams tried to apply other forecasting methods, mainly
statistical ones, or mix them with the above-mentioned
ML methods. However, since these approaches failed to
provide competitive results, the community largely ig-
nored them, especially during the ‘‘test’’ phase of the
competition.

4.3. Key findings

Below is a summary of the findings related to the
performance of the winning methods:

Finding 1: The superiority of ML methods. This find-
ing is aligned with that of the M5 ‘‘Accuracy’’ challenge,
indicating that ML methods can provide better forecasts
than standard, statistical approaches, both point and prob-
abilistic ones. All winning teams in the ‘‘Uncertainty’’
competition employed LightGBM models, NNs, or simple
combinations of those, that allowed them to effectively
process numerous, correlated series and incorporate use-
ful exogenous/explanatory variables. Moreover, although
the base models used by the winning teams to produce
their forecasts were similar, there were some significant

variations among their final approaches in the way the

15
uncertainty was computed, the training and optimization
processes were utilized, the CV strategies were employed,
and the techniques used for calibrating the final forecasts.
This highlights numerous ways to produce precise proba-
bilistic forecasts, even when a limited pool of ML methods
is available, thus encouraging further research in the field.
We should clarify that this finding is not drawn based
on the improvements that the winning methods reported
over the benchmarks. As discussed earlier, the latter may
display several limitations when used for predicting in-
termittent demand data. Instead, it derives from the fact
that none of the winning submissions and almost none of
the top-performing ones employed a statistical method.

Finding 2: The value of ‘‘cross-learning’’: Similar to
the ‘‘Accuracy’’ challenge, all winning methods in the ‘‘Un-
certainty’’ competition employed ‘‘cross-learning’’
approaches that produced probabilistic forecasts by learn-
ing from the series of the complete data set (or subsets
of it) and their inter-dependencies. Thus, it is confirmed
that ‘‘cross-learning’’ is the dominant way of applying
ML forecasting methods and that, if implemented ef-
fectively (Semenoglou et al., 2021), can result in sig-
nificantly better forecasts than traditional methods that
are trained in a series-by-series fashion (Spiliotis et al.,
2020b). This is particularly true in applications like those
in M5, where the data set consisted of many aligned and
highly-correlated series, structured hierarchically.

Finding 3: The significant differences between the
winning methods and benchmarks used. Unfortunately,
the research done in the field of retail sales probabilistic
forecasting is relatively limited compared to its point fore-
cast counterpart (Fildes et al., 2019). Therefore, only a few
well-established benchmarks could be used to compare
the performance of the winning methods. Nevertheless,
the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition involved six simple
benchmarks frequently used in sales forecasting applica-
tions. The results indicate that the winning submissions
provided significantly more precise forecasts in terms of
ranks when compared to these benchmarks and were
also, on average, more than 20% better in terms of WSPL,
also providing a better calibration. Although the differ-
ences were slight at lower aggregation levels and the
tails of the distributions, the results demonstrate their
superiority and motivate additional research in the area
of ML forecasting methods that can be used to effec-
tively estimate uncertainty. Equally importantly, it can
be confirmed that available forecasting methods do not
necessarily underestimate uncertainty, as has been the
case in the past (Makridakis et al., 1987). This reaffirmed
the M4 competition finding when, for the first time, the
top two winning methods achieved phenomenal precision
in predicting the 95% central PIs. Yet, given the limitations
of the examined benchmarks, making them potentially
inappropriate for predicting intermittent demand data,
we should treat this finding with care and conduct fur-
ther analysis using other, more suitable benchmarks to
validate its extent and make concrete conclusions.

Finding 4: The value added by effective cross-
validation strategies and augmentation. The main issue
with ML methods is that, due to their high flexibility,
they can easily overfit the data, thus producing inaccurate
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forecasts. This is especially true when dealing with noisy
series or complex forecasting tasks, where small changes
in the method’s settings may result in major differences
in post-sample performance. Thus, adopting effective CV
strategies is critical for objectively simulating post-sample
accuracy, avoiding overfitting, mitigating uncertainty, and
optimizing the hyper-parameters, architecture, and input
of the ML methods. As with the ‘‘Accuracy’’ challenge,
all winning methods in the ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition
adopted such CV strategies and based their estimates
on these strategies. Moreover, for the first time in the
history of the M competitions, some teams considered
augmentation techniques to increase the original size of
the data set and deal with overfitting more effectively,
thus enhancing the robustness of the methods utilized.
Undoubtedly, identifying ways to efficiently exploit over-
sampling techniques in forecasting applications becomes
a fruitful area for future research.

Finding 5: The importance of exogenous/explanatory
ariables. In retail sales forecasting applications, where
emand is highly influenced by external factors like pro-
otions and calendar effects, incorporating additional,
xplanatory variables in the forecasting models along
ith historical time series data is critical for improving
verall forecasting performance (Fildes et al., 2019). This
ecomes evident in the results of the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’
ompetition where, similar to the ‘‘Accuracy’’ challenge,
ll winning teams used exogenous/explanatory variables,
uch as information about prices, holidays, SNAP activi-
ies, and seasonal, calendar effects, to improve the per-
ormance of their methods. Although some teams decided
ot to use all these variables as input to their models,
ll of them exploited part of the external information
rovided, determined mostly based on the results of the
V strategies.
Finding 6: The importance of identifying ‘‘horses

or courses’’. Given that different series may display dif-
ferent features, and each forecasting method is typically
designed to capture some of these (Spiliotis et al., 2020a;
Theodorou et al., 2021), accurate forecasting frequently
depends on the right selection of an appropriate fore-
casting method (Fildes & Petropoulos, 2015; Kourentzes
et al., 2019). Nowadays, the ‘‘horses for courses’’ con-
cept (Petropoulos et al., 2014) is well established in the
literature, and several approaches have been proposed
for effectively selecting or combining methods based on
the particular characteristics of the predicted series. For
instance, such a meta-learning approach was used by
Montero-Manso et al. (2020), the runner-up of the M4
competition, who trained an XGBoost model in a ‘‘cross-
learning’’ fashion to appropriately combine nine different
forecasting methods. The M5 competition, and especially
the ‘‘Uncertainty’’ one, reconfirms the potential value of
identifying ‘‘horses for courses’’ which, in addition, should
be extended for the case of different quantiles and cross-
sectional levels. The present study results suggest that
even a top-performing method is unlikely to provide the
best forecasts in all cases, particularly when forecasts
are required for different parts of the uncertainty dis-
tribution and various aggregation levels. Nevertheless, as
16
explained in Section 4.1.1, further analysis would be re-
quired to determine whether the differences reported for
each aggregation level and quantile are significant or not.

5. Discussion, limitations, advantages, and directions
for future research

The ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition was less popular than
the ‘‘Accuracy’’ one, attracting 892 teams that entered
9,936 submissions, i.e., 1/5th of the teams and 1/10th
of the submissions of the ‘‘Accuracy’’ challenge. This is
consistent with the number of major forecasting competi-
tions that have taken place in the past if we consider that
many competitions have focused on point forecasts (Hyn-
dman, 2020), while only three on probabilistic ones (Hong
et al., 2016, 2019; Makridakis et al., 2020c). There are two
possible reasons for that. The first is the enthusiasm for
making predictions versus the unwillingness to consider
the uncertain, threatening future, which creates anxiety
and complicates decision-making. The other factor could
have been the much greater effort required to compete
in the ‘‘Uncertainty’’ challenge, requiring a total of 28
days × 9 quantiles × 42,840 series = 10,795,680 fore-
casts, versus 28 days × 30,490 series = 853,720 forecasts
for the ‘‘Accuracy’’ one. In practice, both challenges are
equally important. Therefore, future forecasting compe-
titions and research should focus on producing accurate
point forecasts and the precise prediction of probability
distributions, stressing the latter’s implications. Pretend-
ing that uncertainty does not exist is like putting one’s
head in the sand. On the positive side, we are pleased
that the M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ competition attracted many
participants while also contributing to this particular area
of forecasting and highlighting the importance of uncer-
tainty estimation, especially among the members of the
ML community where probabilistic forecasting remains
largely unexplored.

5.1. Discussion

What has become clear from the ‘‘Uncertainty’’ chal-
lenge is the superior performance of LightGBM. This tree-
based method was widely used by the majority of the
top-performing methods of the competition. Interestingly,
the same method excelled in the ‘‘Accuracy’’ competi-
tion, leaving little doubt that retail firms, at least, should
consider adopting ML methods to support decisions re-
lated to their inventory and supply chain management.
Equally important, statistical methods, traditionally used
for many years by numerous firms to estimate the un-
certainty in demand, were outperformed by ML methods.
Yet, the competition results indicate that these
improvements may be closely related to the cross-sectiona
level examined and the quantile for which probabilistic
forecasts are produced.

Table 3 provides a simple comparison between the
performance of the Kernel method, widely used for es-
timating the uncertainty of intermittent demand series
(Trapero et al., 2019), and that of the Naive, sNaive, SES,
ETS, and ARIMA statistical benchmarks (for more infor-

mation about these benchmarks, please see Appendix C
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Table 3
Percentage improvements (according to WSPL) reported between the Kernel method and the rest of the statistical benchmarks of the competition.
The results are reported both overall and per aggregation level. Positive numbers indicate that the examined benchmark performs better than Kernel
and vice versa. Column-wise minimum values are displayed in bold.

Aggregation level Average

Methods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
compared Total State Store Category Department State State Store Store Product Product Product

Category Department Category Department State Store

Kernel vs. Naive −29.8% −35.5% −27.8% −31.6% −25.4% −37.1% −33.7% −28.8% −28.7% −41.4% −47.0% −58.0% −34.2%
Kernel vs. sNaive 63.1% 56.5% 55.2% 58.5% 55.5% 50.5% 47.0% 49.1% 44.0% 6.6% −2.2% −15.6% 42.4%
Kernel vs. SES −29.8% 5.2% 37.4% 6.2% −7.1% 30.5% 19.7% 32.3% 32.9% 12.0% 9.2% 2.0% 12.5%
Kernel vs. ETS 72.0% 65.6% 65.1% 68.7% 65.1% 60.4% 56.2% 60.7% 55.6% 19.8% 13.3% 3.8% 53.5%
Kernel vs. ARIMA 68.6% 68.3% 66.3% 69.9% 66.7% 62.3% 55.9% 61.8% 56.8% 16.9% 12.2% 3.1% 53.8%
Table 4
Percentage improvements (according to WSPL) reported between the Kernel method and the rest of the statistical benchmarks of the competition.
The results are reported both overall and per quantile. Positive numbers indicate that the examined benchmark performs better than Kernel and
vice versa. Column-wise minimum values are displayed in bold.
Methods Quantile Average

compared 0.005 0.025 0.165 0.250 0.500 0.750 0.835 0.975 0.995

Kernel vs. Naive −44.8% −47.6% −8.9% 8.3% −10.0% −64.9% −81.8% −99.1% −149.8% −34.2%
Kernel vs. sNaive −7.3% 11.6% 32.1% 37.9% 52.1% 49.4% 43.7% 32.0% 8.9% 42.4%
Kernel vs. SES −19.3% −8.7% 21.3% 30.2% 21.8% 2.2% −3.8% −11.2% −48.7% 12.5%
Kernel vs. ETS 13.1% 30.5% 48.2% 52.3% 59.7% 57.4% 53.9% 45.8% 20.1% 53.5%
Kernel vs. ARIMA 12.5% 32.9% 49.1% 51.8% 56.9% 57.7% 57.1% 52.8% 26.5% 53.8%
of the supplementary material). As seen, although Kernel
is on average 34.2% more accurate than the Naive bench-
mark, providing better forecasts across all aggregation
levels, it is 42.4% worse than sNaive, a naive method
accounting for seasonality. Specifically, Kernel is 63.1%
less accurate than sNaive at the highest aggregation level,
about 52% less accurate at levels 2 to 9, 6.6% less ac-
curate at level 10, and 2.2% and 15.6% more accurate
at levels 11 and 12, respectively. These results highlight
the limitations of simple non-parametric approaches like
Kernel and their inability to correctly deal with season-
ality, especially at higher aggregation levels where the
seasonal component becomes dominant. This becomes
evident when Kernel is compared with SES, ETS, and
ARIMA (ETS and ARIMA account for seasonality and trend
while SES accounts for none of these features). Our results
indicate that, on average, SES, ETS, and ARIMA are 12.5%,
53.5%, and 53.7% more accurate than Kernel, with SES
being approximately 14% and 8% better at levels 1–9 and
10–12, respectively, while ETS and ARIMA about 64% and
12% better at levels 1–9 and 10–12, respectively. Note
also that ETS and ARIMA outperform Kernel across all 12
aggregation levels.

Table 4 provides similar results to Table 3, but this
ime for the case of the nine quantiles considered in the
ompetition instead of the 12 aggregation levels. As seen,
ernel provides superior forecasts than the Naive method
or all quantiles except that of probability level u4 =

0.250. However, its performance is worse than SES and
particularly than sNaive, ETS, and ARIMA, which account
for seasonality in the data. Interestingly, ETS and ARIMA
outperform Kernel in all nine quantiles, with the highest
improvement being observed for the median. However,
these improvements significantly decrease when moving
towards the distribution’s tails, with ETS and ARIMA be-
ing on average 22% and 36% better than the Kernel for
the left and right tail, respectively. Again, these results
highlight the limitations of simple approaches but, more
17
importantly, the difficulties present, in general, to pre-
cisely estimate uncertainty equally well for all parts of the
distribution of the realized values.

Table 5 presents the WSPL scores of the winning
method, Everyday Low SPLices, and the top-performing
statistical benchmark, ARIMA, as well as the correspond-
ing percentage improvements of the former over the
latter, both overall and at each aggregation level sep-
arately. Moreover, it reports the WSPL scores achieved
when (i) the ‘‘best’’ performing method at each aggre-
gation level is selected (BEST), (ii) the forecasts of these
eight ‘‘best’’ performing methods are combined using
equal weights (COMB), and (iii) the forecasts of the top
five performing methods of the competition are com-
bined using equal weights (COMB-Top5). We find that
the average improvement of the winning method over
ARIMA is 24.6%, starting at 53.3% and 35% at levels 1
and 2, and then gradually decreasing in an almost linear
way to 11.8%, 9.4%, and 12.3% at levels 10, 11, and 12,
respectively. Similar conclusions are drawn for the case
of the BEST approach, where overall performance is 4.4%
higher than that of the winning method. However, these
improvements mainly refer to the higher aggregation
levels, i.e., levels 1–6, and are minor at the three lowest
ones. Interestingly, on average, the COMB approach leads
to an improvement of 5.9% over the winning method but,
similarly to BEST, these improvements refer to the top
and the middle parts of the hierarchy (levels 1–9). At
the same time, they are negative at levels 10, 11, and
12. The same is true for the COMB-Top5 approach, which
displays a slightly better overall performance than COMB
(6.2% improvement over the winner), but worse results
for levels 10, 11, and 12.

Finally, Table 6 shows the same information as Table 5,
but this time for the case of the nine quantiles considered
in the competition instead of the 12 aggregation levels.
Observe that the winning method achieves significant
improvements over the benchmark at the lower quantiles,
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Table 5
Percentage improvements (according to WSPL) reported between (i) the winning team (Everyday Low SPLices), (ii) the best-performing team of each
ggregation level, i.e. Ouranos for levels 8 and 9, Marisaka Mozz for level 5, WalSmart for level 12, Takuma Omiya for levels 1, 4, and 6, Jacques
eeters for level 11, Costas Voglis for levels 3 and 7, shirokane_friends_from_acc for level 2, and slaweks for level 10, (iii) the simple, equal weighted
ombination of these eight methods, and (iv) the simple, equal weighted combination of the top five performing methods of the competition over
he ARIMA benchmark. Column-wise minimum values are displayed in bold.

Aggregation level Average

Methods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
compared Total State Store Category Department State State Store Store Product Product Product

Category Department Category Department State Store

ARIMA 0.158 0.148 0.163 0.147 0.167 0.170 0.202 0.178 0.201 0.322 0.298 0.302 0.205
Winning team 0.074 0.096 0.113 0.091 0.112 0.116 0.136 0.135 0.159 0.284 0.270 0.265 0.154
Best team per level (BEST) 0.057 0.089 0.110 0.071 0.103 0.106 0.131 0.131 0.155 0.282 0.270 0.264 0.147
Combination of best teams (COMB) 0.058 0.080 0.102 0.071 0.090 0.099 0.119 0.122 0.146 0.291 0.280 0.282 0.145
Combination of top five teams (COMB-Top5) 0.058 0.082 0.104 0.073 0.096 0.101 0.123 0.123 0.148 0.285 0.271 0.270 0.145
Improvement of winner over ARIMA 53.3% 35.0% 30.8% 37.9% 33.0% 31.9% 32.5% 24.3% 20.9% 11.8% 9.4% 12.4% 24.6%
Improvement of BEST over ARIMA 63.8% 39.9% 32.6% 51.4% 38.2% 37.4% 35.2% 26.3% 23.1% 12.3% 9.6% 12.8% 28.0%
Improvement of COMB over ARIMA 62.9% 45.6% 37.4% 51.4% 46.0% 41.7% 41.2% 31.5% 27.5% 9.4% 6.0% 6.8% 29.1%
Improvement of COMB-Top5 over ARIMA 63.1% 44.5% 36.3% 50.0% 42.4% 40.7% 39.2% 30.6% 26.3% 11.3% 9.1% 10.6% 29.3%
Table 6
Percentage improvements (according to WSPL) reported between (i) the winning team (Everyday Low SPLices), (ii) the best-performing submission of
ach quantile, i.e. Everyday Low SPLices for quantiles 0.005, 0.165, and 0.250, GoodsForecast - Nick Mamonov for quantile 0.500, IHiroaki for quantile
.835, Kazu for quantile 0.025, Tobias Tesch_STU for quantile 0.750, and Jacques Peeters for quantiles 0.975 and 0.995, (iii) the simple, equal weighted
ombination of these six methods, and (iv) the simple, equal weighted combination of the top five performing methods of the competition over the
RIMA benchmark. Column-wise minimum values are displayed in bold.
Methods Quantile Average

compared 0.005 0.025 0.165 0.250 0.500 0.750 0.835 0.975 0.995

ARIMA 0.021 0.072 0.278 0.349 0.426 0.339 0.265 0.070 0.022 0.205
Winning team 0.011 0.050 0.197 0.249 0.316 0.267 0.217 0.062 0.019 0.154
Best team per level (BEST) 0.011 0.047 0.197 0.249 0.299 0.267 0.216 0.057 0.015 0.151
Combination of best teams (COMB) 0.014 0.049 0.183 0.235 0.302 0.257 0.212 0.057 0.017 0.147
Combination of top five teams (COMB-Top5) 0.016 0.050 0.183 0.232 0.295 0.250 0.204 0.055 0.016 0.145
Improvement of winner over ARIMA 46.3% 31.2% 29.1% 28.6% 25.9% 21.1% 18.1% 11.8% 13.7% 24.6%
Improvement of BEST over ARIMA 46.3% 34.5% 29.1% 28.6% 29.8% 21.2% 18.3% 18.7% 29.5% 26.2%
Improvement of COMB over ARIMA 35.4% 32.4% 34.0% 32.5% 29.1% 24.1% 20.1% 18.0% 22.4% 28.0%
Improvement of COMB-Top5 over ARIMA 26.0% 31.0% 34.1% 33.5% 30.7% 26.2% 22.8% 20.6% 27.6% 29.3%
starting at 46.3% at quantile 0.005 and then decreasing,
in a similar, linear way in Table 5, to 25.9%, 11.8%, and
13.7% at quantiles 0.500, 0.975, and 0.995, respectively.
The reasons for such behavior by the winning method be-
tween the lower and higher quantiles are not obvious and
need further investigation. However, we find that when
the ‘‘best’’ method is selected at each quantile, the overall
performance is increased by an additional 2% over the
winning method. Moreover, although the improvements
are small for the left side of the distribution, they are
notable for the median and the right tail of the distribu-
tion, where an additional improvement of 5.2%, 7.9%, and
18.3% is achieved for quantiles 0.500, 0.975, and 0.995,
respectively. The COMB approach leads to even greater
improvements over the winning method of approximately
4.4% which, in contrast to BEST, are observed across all
parts of the distribution, particularly its middle and right
tail, with the only exception being quantile 0.005. The
COMB-Top5 approach has a slightly better overall perfor-
mance than COMB, but its effect is more visible in the
middle of the distribution.

Based on the above, we conclude that ‘‘horses for
ourses’’ and simple combinations of precise methods
isplay great potential for improving uncertainty esti-
ation. The benefits of these approaches are expected

o be greater when applied to identify best practices at
cross-sectional level, where the characteristics of the

eries may significantly differ. However, they are also
18
substantial when employed to select the most precise
method for each quantile, where different assumptions
about how the realized values are distributed may be
required. As demonstrated by the findings of the M5 ‘‘Un-
certainty’’ competition, such selections and combinations
are possible when effective CV strategies and augmenta-
tion techniques are utilized. It remains to be seen how
forecasters will explore these practices in the future.

5.2. Limitations and the uniqueness of the ‘‘Uncertainty’’
challenge

We are not going to discuss the primary limitations of
the ‘‘Uncertainty’’ challenge in detail as they are similar
to those of the ‘‘Accuracy’’ one (Makridakis et al., 2020a);
(i) the M5 data set included the hierarchical unit sales of
a single company, Walmart, meaning that its results and
findings may not apply to other companies whose sales
could display different characteristics, be driven by dif-
ferent pricing and promotion strategies, and be organized
in a different structure; (ii) improvements in uncertainty
estimation were not directly linked to Walmart’s underly-
ing operational costs, thus missing how the narrower and
better calibrated PIs of the winning teams affect holding
costs and service levels in practice; (iii) a limited number
of teams provided a description of their methods and the
code required for reproducing their results, thus limiting

our focus on the winning submissions and not allowing us
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to determine the reasons that other teams failed to per-
form equally well. Nevertheless, we would add to these
limitations the issues related to the benchmarks selected
in the ‘‘Uncertainty’’ challenge, which, compared to the
‘‘Accuracy’’ one, were more straightforward, more limited
in number, and in most cases theoretically inappropriate
for forecasting intermittent demand data, i.e., the series at
the lowest three cross-sectional levels of the competition.
Therefore, similarly to Spiliotis et al. (2021), future studies
should consider more appropriate benchmarks to analyze
the results of the competition further and challenge its
findings.

Instead, we will emphasize the distinctiveness of the
‘Uncertainty’’ challenge and its contribution to the fore-
asting literature. To our knowledge, three published stud-
es deal with uncertainty competitions. The first two are
he Global Energy Forecasting Competitions (GEFComs) of
014 (Hong et al., 2016) and 2017 (Hong et al., 2019),
hich required the production of load, price, wind, and
olar probabilistic forecasts and hierarchical probabilistic
oad forecasts, respectively. The third refers to the M4
ompetition (Makridakis et al., 2020c) which required the
rediction of the 95% central prediction intervals for a
arge number of diverse series. In brief, GEFCom2014 in-
olved 15 series, attracted 581 contestants, and required
he submissions of 99 quantiles submitted in a rolling
ashion. GEFCom2017 involved 183 delivery point meters
eries (aggregated into 16 groups and two control zones),
ttracted 177 teams, and required the submissions of
ine indicative quantiles. Finally, M4 involved 100,000
eries, attracted 49 teams, and required the submissions
f two quantiles. As seen, GEFComs have focused on the
articular domain of energy forecasting and required the
rediction of the complete uncertainty distributions. On
he other hand, M4 was more generic in terms of the
orecasting applications covered by its data. It included
ignificantly more series but only focused on the tails of
he uncertainty distribution. More importantly, all three
ompetitions attracted a limited number of participants,
ainly academics, researchers, and students.
The M5 ‘‘Uncertainty’’ challenge has become the first

orecasting competition to focus on the prediction of the
ntire uncertainty distributions in the domain of retail
ales forecasting by considering nine indicative quantiles,
hile also (i) attracting a great number of participants
892 teams), (ii) involving a large data set of 42,840
eries that are organized hierarchically and allow for
omparisons of statistical significance, and (iii) provid-
ng complete information of the methods used and the
enchmarks considered for evaluating their relative per-
ormance. Furthermore, given that most M5 participants
ad little or no knowledge about forecasting, as they were
ostly practitioners in computer science, the ‘‘Uncer-

ainty’’ challenge introduced many data scientists to the
rea of probabilistic forecasting, which, unfortunately, re-
ains largely unexplored by the ML community. We hope

hat the M5 will promote the cross-pollination between
he ML and statistics communities, allow them to learn
rom each other, and facilitate their communication to ad-
ance the theory and practice of forecasting (Makridakis
t al., 2020b).
19
5.3. Directions for future research

The directions for future research are similar to those
described for the ‘‘Accuracy’’ challenge, i.e. (i) focusing on
the further exploration and development of ML forecast-
ing methods, (ii) determining ways for efficiently running
such methods in everyday operations, (iii) replicating the
findings of the M5 for other retail sales data sets, (iv) ex-
ploiting ‘‘cross-learning’’ and ‘‘horses-for-courses’’, and (v)
investing in powerful CV and oversampling strategies to
mitigate overfitting. Therefore, we will not discuss them
further in this section but note that the research done
in probabilistic forecasting is still limited, requiring new
benchmarks and methods for estimating and evaluating
uncertainty precisely.

However, we will emphasize the need for future re-
search to sensitize academics and educate practitioners
on the usefulness of uncertainty and the need to compre-
hend its risk implications and take actions to be prepared
to face such risks (Taleb et al., 2020). Unfortunately, prac-
titioners expect forecasting to reduce future uncertainty
by providing accurate predictions like those in hard sci-
ences. However, this is a great misconception. A major
purpose of forecasting is not to reduce uncertainty but
reveal its full extent and implications by estimating it as
precisely as possible, i.e., measuring past volatility and as-
suming that future uncertainty will be similar to the past,
as long as patterns and relationships remain constant.
The challenge for the forecasting field is how to persuade
practitioners of the reality that all forecasts are uncertain
and that this uncertainty cannot be ignored, as doing
so could lead to catastrophic consequences. Moreover, it
aims to illustrate that uncertainty does not always behave
in a usual manner. Instead, as the example of COVID-19
illustrates, it can create huge, fat-tailed uncertainty with
catastrophic consequences (Pinson & Makridakis, 2020).

6. Conclusions

The main conclusions of the ‘‘Accuracy’’ competition
also hold for the ‘‘Uncertainty’’ one. Therefore, we will
limit ourselves to emphasize the promising performance
of ML methods, particularly the LightGBM that was used
by the great majority of the top 50 contestants, and dis-
cuss its implications for the theory and practice of fore-
casting.

This conclusion demonstrates the potential advantage
of ML methods over statistical ones and the profound im-
plications for the future of forecasting. Will these results
lead to the demise of forecasters as we know them and
the ascent of data scientists who take their place? The
top winner of the ‘‘Accuracy’’ challenge was an under-
graduate student with little forecasting knowledge and
no experience in the domain. Yet, he effectively man-
aged to win the competition and outperform his 7,091
competitors, including experienced Kaggle grandmasters,
among others. On the other hand, the top winners of
the ‘‘Uncertainty’’ challenge had a strong background in
statistics and forecasting, and were also Kaggle masters

and grandmasters.
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It seems that as the performance of ML methods and
he access to efficient, ready-to-use ML libraries improves,
he value of knowledge and experience will become less
mportant for developing accurate forecasting models that
ely on unstructured, agnostic algorithms and require few
uman inputs. Thus, it could be the case that the role of
he next generation of forecasters would be to introduce
nnovative ML methods and expand or improve existing
nes to boost their intuitiveness, allow for the precise
stimation of uncertainty, and enable their applicability in
ifferent forecasting domains and diverse types of data.
hen, data scientists of firms will be able to implement
hese methods quickly and use their knowledge, experi-
nce, and programming skills to effectively adjust their
ettings based on the particularities of the forecasting task
nd put them into production. What is certain is that
orecasting is experiencing significant changes and that
ecent advances in ML and computer science, in general,
annot be overlooked by academics and practitioners.

ppendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be
ound online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijforecast.2021.
0.009.
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